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Assembly Instructions for Madrid 
  - 3 Seat  - 2 Seat - Recliner 

Step 2 
Powering the recliners.  
At the base of the suite there is 
a cord which needs to be 
plugged into the rectangle 
power box (transformer) which 
has a cord ending in a plug.  
 
This will then be ready to plug 
into a wall socket. 
 
Repeat for each power recline 
seat. 

Step 3 
Attaching the backs to the base 
of the suite. 
Slide the metal receivers over 
the metal posts.  
 
Metal receivers are located on 
the inside of the back. 
Press both sides of back firmly 
into place. The back should 
automatically lock into place. 
 

Step 1 
Connecting power to the left 
hand backs to operate power. 
 
Connect the cords shown as ‘A’ 
and ‘B’ (below) on both of the 
end seats.  
One cord will come from the seat 
back and the other will be found 
at the base of the seat. 
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Please read the below information carefully before installing and using the product. Always operate the base according to 
these user guidelines. 

-Please ensure you connect the base properly to the power supply. We recommend using a surge protector (not included). 
Incorrect power connection may cause electric shock or fire. 

-Before plugging into the wall check that there are no cords wound around the mechanism underneath the suite.

User Guidelines –  

To obtain the best possible performance and to keep your suite in great condition, the following points should be adhered to: 

- Once both plugs are plugged in and turned on at the wall, test the functions on the hand controller to ensure they all work. 

- Do not sit on the foot rest when extended. This will bend the mechanism and void the warranty.

- Do not force the foot rest to close faster than the control. Remain seated during reset process. 

- Do not sit on the arm rest. 

- Do not put any undue force on the arm rest when opening and closing. 

- Do not open or tamper with the motors or electrical components, doing so will void your warranty.

- The suite is very heavy. Two people are required to move it. Ensure knees are bent to avoid injury. Do not drag across the 
floor as this may result in damage to your suite and or floor. 

Troubleshooting – 

 If you are having any issues please try the following solutions:  

- Check that both plugs are plugged into the wall and are secure. Please check that the wall socket is switched on. 

- Check to ensure that all connections cords are properly connected, as per the step by step instructions on the previous page.
Please note that there are up to 10 connections, any of which being too loose may cause performance issues. 

- Ensure no cords are “pulled too tight”. If the cords does not reach its destination with ease you may be trying to plug it into the 
wrong location, please refer back to the step by step instructions to double check.  If it is still is too short/tight please contact the 
store you purchased the suite from. 

- Ensure there is nothing obstructing the recline movement. 

- Unplug the suite for 5 minutes to reset all electrical components. 

- Try plugging the suite in to a different wall socket.

- Ensure the correct back is on the correct base – example: Left Back is on Left Base

- Please check all connections before contacting the store for more help. 

If the suite continues to fail please contact the store from which it was purchased from. 

WARNING
This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or 
mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been  given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for safety. Children should be 
supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance. 
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